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LAND ISSUE SLP_IARY

Following is a summmry review and discussion of the U.S.

position on several problem areas and issues confronting U.S.

negotiators during Marianas IV.

LAND ACQUISITION

Backg-rctmd

Under the concept of acquisition visualized in the 19 March

1973 F_lariarmsStudy, the United States would have reached agree-

ment with the MPSC on the broad concepts of the U.S. land pro-

curement package and the specific details of an agreement on

acquisition of public lands. Then it would have been up to the

U.S. to negotiate for,and acquire,the private lands involved in

the package. For this reason DOD developed (based on best

data available - but without on-site appraisals) per-acre cost

estimates for each type land to be acquired. In addition esti-

mates _ere made on the value of commercial and residential

struc_Ires on the Island of Tinian.

Subsequently, during the December 1973 session of talks, the

: F_SC outlined their views on the recently published U.S. proposal

for the return of public lands. Therein, they made clear the

desire to have their '_rianas legal entity" handle all land

transactions with the United States on a package basis. _ney
-!

would acquire all lands and then transfer the package to the U.S.

-- lhe U.S. negotiators agreed to this principlel (U.S. paper of

16 December 1973).

- . . ; . :
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Issues:

I. Purchase vs. lease

A. Discussion - The U.S. position as put forward during

Mar',_3nasII was "the U.S. expects to purchase" its land needs.

During Marianas III the position remained basically unchanged

except softened by '_J.S.prefers (or '%_ouldlike to")' purchase".

With this in mind the following points are pertinent.

- Tc date, the MPSC has opposed sale of lands to U.S. While

their _ritten submissions at Marianas III leave an opening on

this issue, the basic position_as expressed in those docunents

and (especially) in oral discourses, of the M2SC is clear.

- DOD's argunent for

the acquisition of U.S. lands by purchase is at Tab i°

- Congressional opinion, as voiced to date (Burton-Jackson, etc.)

have supported purchase. C_ngressional views are Vital, as tb,elegal auth-

ority to acquire land must come from the U.S. Congress, along with

an appropriation for the acquisition costs.

- The legal problems in constructing the Tanapag Memorial Park

would be compo%mded if the land cannot be purchased.

- Although Presidential instructions give Ambassador Williams

flexibility on lease or purchase, there is little room for compromise of

present stated positions short of either side falling off except at

Isley Field where a lease or a purchase option to be exercised only in

the event a permanent use arises, should be acceptable to the U.S.

- In this respect it should be useful to reiterate the previously

stated U.S. position that we could agree to a restrictive covenant

on the purchased land requiring its return to the Marianas District

Government when no longer needed for U.S. purposes.



B. Re_dmd PoSition - The stated U.S. negotiating position on

this issue should remain unchanged. However, if flexibility in this

area becomes necessary to an otherwise satisfactory agreea_m_t,a U.S.

fallback is included in Presidential instructions.
2. Cost of Land

A. Discussion - In the 19 March 1973 IAG Study detailed

cost estimates, less relocation, resettlement and structures

costs, as follows:

tiThefollowing cost estimates for the various negoti-

ating (_ptionsare considered to be reasonable estimates based

upon _mt little information is available - historical data

of sales and land transactions on other islands, economic

trends=,and court awarded compensation in land condenmation

procee_iings. (One of the most important inputs is not avail-

able - the expectations of the Marianas Status Commission. They

can only be determined in the course of land negotiations and

may be rather inflated)."

TINIAN

Acres Estimate

Commercial (@ $4,500) (Assuming purchase
of whole island)

I00 $ 450,000

Village & Agricultural
(@ $2,500) 1,440 $ 3,600,000

Public Land including Reten-
tion Area (@ $I,000) 24,600 $24,600,000

TOTAL 26,140 $28,650,000

SAIPAN

Tanapag_Harbor_& Isley_Eield ......
(@ 2,500) 820 $ 2,100,000

FARAILON DE MEDINILIA

.... (@ $I,000)....................... 229 $_-229_,.000 O__7_

GRAND TOTAL 27,189 $30,379,000



- In addition to tb_eabove, OSD estimate of 25 April 1973

estimated the average value of d%ellings on Tinian at $8,000.

($1.2 million for 150 houses).

- Further efforts for determining more precise real estate

values on Tinian through on-site appraisals were scheduled as

a part of Crested Isle Phase I. These efforts were postponed

at the request of _ as being premature, politically diffi-

cult and generally unnecessary per U.S.AMPSC understanding.

OSD agreed, as the lump-sun approach was much simpler to imple-

ment.

- Even so, subsequent n_difications of DOD requirements (safety arc and

village relocation not required) have made the cost estimates for village

and commercial property (within the village) largely academic.

- By telecon with Mr. Roy Markon (_IAVFACENGCd_)on Thursday,

2 May, all of the above cost per acre datahave recently been

verified as currently valid and "generous". (A recent lease for

prime commercial beach front property between Messrs Ken Jones

and Herman Manglona at an annual lease cost of $480.00 per acre,

reinforces NAVFAC estimates).

- Note that the above data represented top dollar estimates of

land values and didnot address such fine points as retention land

residu_l values or any barga_in__ig_$,strate_g[__.

B. Current Position - Even considering the sharply reduced

need for DOD procurement of conmmrcial and village properties,

the =_stimatesof the March 1973 Study are still supported. How-

ever, the reduced acreage requirements reduce the overall maximtm

U.S. land cost estimate to the following: ,_:-__-- _-
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TINIAN

Acres Estimate

Commercial (@ $4,500)
(in port area) i00 $ 450,000

Homesites & Agricultural
(@ $2,500)(little of this
land per-se may now be
purchased outright leaving
a cost estimate surplus
that could be applied to
other lands) 700 $ I,750,000

Public land including 8,882
acres of retention land for
which the U.S. Government

will be purchasing residual
rights (Average cost $I,000) 16,675 $16,675,000

EUTAL 17,475 $18,875,000

SAIPAN

Tanapag Harbor/Isley Field
(@ $2,500) 820 $ 2,I00,000

FARALLON DE MEDINILIA

Entire Islsnd (@ $I,000) 229 $ 229,000

GRAND II)TAL- 18,524 $21,204,000

- In ccmputing lease payments for a 50 to 99 year lease, armual

pa_TFent:sof 10% of the purchase price are made. For lump.sun lease

_a_ts, 99 years = 100% of purchase _rice and any lesser period

_uld be a decreas_in_$_perc_en_t_a$_e_,_subjectto negotiation.

C. Suggested Negotiating Strategy - lhe U.S. strategy should be

geared to maintaining the initiative, dealing in package amounts,

and avoiding haggling over dollar amounts. Since the

amount of payment per-se will probably arise in the lease vs pur-

chase controversy the following points may apply to either lease

or purchase.
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- Since the amount of land involved is the heart of a new

status agreement (not price), an agreement on this acreage

should be consunated before any land payments are discussed.

- Reiterate the validity, if U.S. wanted to lease only, of

existing retention leases. -- However, state that U.S. wants to be fair

and hence the proposal to return the majority of this land on

Saipan 1_ithoutstated quid-pro-quos, while asking for another 9,000

acres more or less on Tinian. Also, the U.S., in its purchase

proposal, plans to pay for the residual rights to the retention

lands it now holds.

- State that: as they can see, the formulae of how much for

this, or that,piece of land and what is a fair exchange, etc.,

is very ccmplicated and would be a nightmare to address in this

forun. Therefore, the U.S. was very_pleased to a_ree with the

MPSC p_r_oposalmade at the last session of ___kg____aj_d__as_y_a!_i_dg__te__d-

with your Chairman "%D__Hgn_o!_u!__u____t___t_we__dg_a_l__wi_'.ththe new land

_eD_qi_ty_____a_pac___gg_i!__u_-s_u_____b_as_is_.

- State that the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, who is

responsible for U.S. land activities in this area of the Pacific,

has ta_n a detailed look, taking into account fair value per

- type of land to be acquired, existing U.S. land rights and the U.S.

negotiators desire to be more than fair in their offer. Ehey have

arrived[at a figure of between $17,000,000 and $21,200,000 as

: being the top fair value range justifiable to the U.S. Congress,

with tfm exact price depending on method and duration of

• acquisition.
6
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- The above mentioned figures are the base figures. Any leases

(from now til purchase date) are computed at a 10% annual rate,

or $I,700,000 to $2,120,000 per year. 2his may appear a large

figure but inflation factors will, over the years, make such

payments;look cheaper while the recipient could have taken the

lump s_1 and realized mor____e than a 10% annual return by investing

it. In addition the lump-sun becomes a base for subsequent bank

borrowing if desired! --- So you see, a lump-sun payment is simpler

and pern_ts the recipient to '_ave his cake and eat it too".

- If long-term leases are discussed, we might point out that

purchase:value is the basis for lease prices.

(a) 99 years lump sun payment = same as purchase price

(._)99 year annual lease payment = I/I0 of purchase price

(c) lump-sun payment for lesser term lease = amount less
than purchase price (negotiable)

(d) annual lease payments for lesser term leases would =
I/i0 of value of (c)

Hence the NAVFAC estimate of 17 to 21 million as the acceptable

range of remuneration.

(a) 50 year lump sun = $17,000,000

(_) 99 year lump sun = $21,200,000

CAUTION .... _l___'__l___the__se__r_ic'__n_g__t___Iks____we__shouldmake every,effort to

' -avoid s_!ecifids--0f-h0wmuch we Valim tzpes of land - If we _ive-in to

discussin.$_. _an..yop._tio_r!s_otl'!er____t__ al_l._ID._.Lsum_.packa._e_.'one controversy

becomes a thousand" and we get into a__pe of negotiation re__'_r_'_in____ar_-
::

---- 'In"_ "ev_E-o_-a '_ass_eover total price" the MPSC could be

reminded that the U.S. position from the beginning has been fair market

value and we feel the current offer is well above such value. ---

7
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Every effort should be made to gain a broad agreement within the

broad r_mges sho_n above.

- Only as a last resort should we discuss independent appraisers

(See item 3) --- The C_4SNreal estate advisor sdates that the use

of such a solution puts the U.S. in a box of third party arbitration.

The U.S. could then be bound by an smount that may be unacceptable.

D. Fallback Information - In case some illustrative data becomes

necessary in the negotiations, the following represents early Defense

Department thinking on fair land values,(before adoption of the macro

i approach)used in the lAG study.

i. Purchase

(a) Retention lands - $500 per acre for residual rights
on Tinisn _id up to $2,500 per
acre for residual rights to Tanapag
and Isely.

(b) Public lands - $1,500 per acre.

(c) Agricultural &
Village - $2,500 per acre.

(d) Cemmercial - $4,500 per acre

2. Lease

(a) Retention lands - None

(b) Public lands - 1/10th of $1,500 per acre

(c) Agricultural &
Village - 1/10th of $2,500 per acre

• 7

(d) Commercial - 1/10th of $4,500 per acre.

8
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- 3. Selection of In-dependent-Appraisers

A. Discussion - As the negotiations on land become more

specific,the issue of "fair price" may have to be addressed. To

date the U.S. has simply made clear its willingness to pay a fair

value price for its land acquisition....

- While there has been no formal MPSC position on determining

price, the issue of independent appraisal will undoubtedly arise

at this session. The MPSC will want to be assured that the

appraiser or appraisers selected _re independent.

- A check with _VFAC reveals

(I) There are only a few qualified appraisers in the area.

(2) Most of these appraisers would be satisfactory to

• DOD.

• (3) The CMSN real estate advisor suggests that the U.S.

negotiator can propose that a list of area qualified

appraisers be made up from which the Marianas can

delete nares as desired. Ehen, both sides could agree

on a selection from the renm_ list.

- Such costs are part of the land procurement expenses.

B. Positi_-- If s_Jn becomes necessary, the U.S can be -

very flexible and forthcoming on the selection of a Pacific area

qualified independent appraiser, with MPSC or the new Marianas land



entity given the authority to purge the list.

4. _le of the Marianas Government in implementing agreed
].and transactions

A. Discussion - The MPSC has stated a position on this

issue that is very clear and generally acceptable to the U.S.

However, because some specifics of their suggestion relating

to U.S. funding and other support may be unacceptable and at

a ndniaa,nrequire clarification, and because their position is

based c_lthe assumptions that the .publicland transfer

will hmre been completed and the _rianas land entity,will

_hg_vg___b_e!m___c_r_e_a_t_e_d_this issue must be addressed in depth.

Other alternatives should be explored.

- In the event the public lands have been transferred, only

those points of issue raised in the U.S. response of 16 December

1973 (to the MPSC position paper of 13 December 1973) need to

be raised. _hese are:

(i) Relocation payments - lhe MPSC has asked the U.S. to

provide relocation payments and assistance under the Uniform

Relocation Act. The U.S. said O.K., but negotiators need to agree

: on how nhis is to be accomplished.

(2) Advance financing for private land acquisitions- lhe

MPSC pa]_ersask that District Legislatures receive an "advance"

from the U.S. on any lease or purchase in order to finance acquisi-

•: tion of land for U.S. use. Assuming that the _fl?SCmeant private

proper_y, the U.S. stated they expect to provide a lunp sum for

purchase of all land public or private; however, timing of delivery

of this and whether or not it will be in installments must be

i0



discussed with technical real estate people.

NOTE: This check reveals that: since the U.S. Congress must approve and

fund land acquisition before-hsnd, advsnce financing (even if possi-

ble) appears improbable in the near term. -- Thus, the need to trans-

fer land and begin base construction as soon as approved by

C_ngress may necessitate another course of action involving

some direct U.S. acquisition.

(3) Interests in land to be acquired. The MPSC suggests that

their entity (corporation) will convey to U.S. "such interests in

land rec_ired for militaryuse, in such amounts and on such terms

and conditions as are set forth in Agreement". The U.S. agreed

to this concept with the understanding that the U.S. wants to lease

under Trusteeship and purchase afterwards. --- The U.S. has further

stated a need to examine closely what the _rismas' terms and

conditic_s might otherwise be, specifying that on a purcbmse they

must be minimal except for the type of reversionary clause previously

discussed.

- In the event some or all transactions in land must be begun or

completed before public lands are transferred (to permit DOD

construction preparations) or before the Marianas land entity is

: legalized, several options should be discussed:

(i) The machinery of the Trust Territory Goverrmmnt could be uti-

lized co acquire and transfer to the U.S. part or all lands specified in

the agreement, under the terms of the agreement. -- While relatively

simple, this solution is probably politically _macceptable to the
i

Marianas. In addition, it carries the highest onus of U.S. paterna-

lism, and argurentative legality. _'_,7_
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(2) lhe U.S. could separately implement its public land

transfer conmi_nent for the Marianas District by executive

order as part of the executive process of approving the agree-

ment. _l_ereinseveral sub-options are apparent:

(a) Ehe Mariam_s legislature could then organize a

land board, or another entity, pending the formation

of a permanent land entits.

(b) The enecutive order could establish such an

entity.

(c) _he U.S. Govermmnt (IX)D)could be authorized to

deal directly with private property owners, as well as authorized

to purchase the public lands in question at a price decided by an

_ indeDench-=ntappraiser. Such authority_xtld be _ranted hv the Marianas

Political Status Conrnissicnand the District legislature.

_-_esecourses of action, except (a), carry an onus of-excessive

U.S. participation. Thus they may be undesirable to one or both parties.

However:,all •could evolve into whatever land control system is eventually

desired by the Marianas legislature.

(13)Alternative methods of U.S. _a[ment for these lands must

be discussed, with each transaction to be made clearly without

infl_nce of-,Or-any obi_ation- to,--theC£M._ .....

(a) If the Marianas legislative (entity) will not effect a free

exchange of•public land in the southern 1/3 for northern homesteads, some
............ ... _ .

funds n_lyhave to be obligatedf= early purchase of such public land. -

During r_heperiod prior to trusteeship termination, such action %Duld
i
I

have to be accomDlished under the ausD%ces of a Mariana entity that can

own land, with the U.S. paying for the transaction.

12
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(b) Under the lease/purchase plan, if utilized, some

funds mast be paid for the pre-purchase leases. This amount,

usually a maximun of 107oof purchase price per year, must be

decided. _his compensation will be complicated by the fact that

the U.S. will already have paid for the homestead trade-offs and

presently holds a valid lease for 8,882 acres of retention land,

for which no further lease payments would be justified.

(c) Payment may take the form of a single cash trans-

action that ostensibly purchases the land, but is considered a

long-t_.-mlease for the interim period and is finalized as a

sale after the end of the Trusteeship.

Although the U.S. Congress must approve and appropriate funds for

all med_ods of payment or variations thereof, the U.S. negotiators never-

theless have a lo_t_offlexibility, as long as agreements are part of the

package deal, the transaction is legal, and as long as the net costs do

not var] significantly.

B. Position: With the understanding that all land transactions

mmst follow U.S. Congressional approval the U.S. has a lot of flex-

ibility in negotiating and implementing the specifics of any land

transact=ion. As long as the method

_i) facilitates fastest occupation by DOD,

(2) results in relatively equal costs,_and

(3) protects rights of all parties,

the U.S. can be forthccming. In any event further discussions to

determine the desires of the MPSC should precede the determination

ofaU (_
._. position, f_,_._,__ q

13



STRATEGY FOR ADDRESSING IHE NEW TINIAN _TION POLICY

A. Discussion - From the beginning of land negotiations

(during Marianas II) the U.S. has steadfastly maintained the

positi_L that the population of San Jose Village must relocate

to a poJa_toutside an _tion safety arc of 2,000 meters from

the center of the harbor.

- ToJ.sposition was based on map and data studies that deter-

mined t_mre was no other harbor site on Tinian and that it was

therefore necessary to _lload all _ition ships in the San

Jose hs_'bor.

- S_)sequently (after Marianas II), two representatives from

CINCPAC were permitted to visit Tinian to ascertain whether there

_ere alternatives for handling anmunition. Without detailed

survey _d planning data, they determined that an _tion

unloading slip (channeled into the side of a large cliff-like

outcropping) was feasibleat a cost of approximately $9.5 million.

- In the absence of detailed survey and planning data, DOD

concluded that there was no sound basis for changing their

positi_, particularly since preliminary estimates indicated the

mm_mition slip alternative to be at least as expensive as relocation.

- Subsequently, several events and findings have arisen that

materially affected the previous DOD position:

(a) Crested Isle, Phase I, was initiated after gaining

the approval of CMSN.

Co) With surveys being-conducted providing _proved data, with

detailed base planning nearing completion, and the practicability of

all options beinE determined, more accurate cost estimates and opera-

tional considerations were possible.



(c) lhe MPSC in their I June 1973 land response stated;

'_ne Contnissionis especially concerned by the dislocation and loss

of land resulting from the military's inclusion of the present

harbor in the United States' request and the accompanying safety

requirements".

(d) In their December 17, 1973 position paper, the

MPSC mac_ elear they were not prepared to agree on the amount of

Tinian ].andand they expected detailed justification from the

U.S. for the next round.

(e) During many informal conversations, M_SC members

also mac_ the point that relocation was the mast difficult part

of the U.S. proposal to sell.
i

(f) In addition to the above factors, pressure was put on

DOD to reduce land requirements to an absolute minimum, and to furtl_er

justify their position on the previously rejected alternate mmmmition
slip opnion.

(g) Estimates of relocation costs soared while cost estimmtes

on the _mmunition slip _re more stable. In addition, operational consid-

erations, not fully appraised before, favor the alternate slip.

- AS a result of the above, DOD initiated a complete re-look

of the Port, anmunition slip and relocation problem ,imnediately

after Marianas III, and as fast as data from their surveys would

permit. This study resul-tedin s_port for the alternate slip concept,

elimination of the need for 1,000 acres of land (safety arc), and

elimination of the need for relocating San Jose Village.

15
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- Several major advantages v_ll accrue to the U.S. from this

position change;

(a) A costly miscalculation has been averted.

(b) _tion handling will be more secure and responsive.

(c) San Jose Village will no longer have to relocate,

eliminating a myriad of relocation problems.

(d) Acquisition of lands east and south of San Jose for a

safety arc will no longer be required, resulting in a much more

realistic, simpler to implement and salable land requirement package.

(e) Simplifies the base boundaries and facilitates nearby

civil military housing and other complementary facilities.

(f) This position pulls the fangs of the many anti-U.S.

critics who opposed relocation.

- Several major disadvantases, particularly from the negotiators

viewpoint, are also apparent;

(a) There is reason to believe that a significant portion of

the Tinian populace, perhaps even a majority (who wanted new houses)

desired to relocate. Therefore, significant animosity could result

from the U.S. backing down from a proposal, regardless of whether

-tilei,-_ri_lasleadership imd opposed it or not.

.... ____) Depending_on interpretations of _t_e_Presiden_ instructions

and the IAG study, the chief U.S. negotiator may not have the option to

offer alternatives. This would significantly reduce U.S. leverage by

_r.eli_e_th_e__MPS_C of any_r_esponsihili_y_forsel_cting_alternatives.....

(c) Additional pressure is likely to be forthccrningfrom the

Tinian representatives for the U.S. to do something special for

Tinian.

16
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(d) This will create an immediate request from some (Borja?)

for lifting the moratoriun. - It is very likely

that the majority of the MPSC is gladly letting Ambassador Williams

"take the heat" for something they consider necessary, until their

new land policy is formulated. -- An indication that the U.S. will

now reconsider the moratorium may make sparks within the MPSC and

may take some heat off the U.S.

B. !_tional Approaches to the Relocation Problem

- Do very best to convince MPSC no___tto move village.

- Stonewall approach with onus placed on MPSC

(a) U.S. conrnitteeto relocate village only if over-
whelming majority agreed.

(b) MPSC and Tinian leaders expressed strong misgivings.

(c) With the understanding that all offers are ad referen-
dun until accepted, DOD took hard look at alternatives.

(d) New position most defensible to U.S. Congress.

(e) DOD cannot now support relocation.

(f) Village development must now be a part of Marianas

CIP Program.

.,,- Keep Both Options Open......

(a) March 1973 IAG Study and Presidential instructions consti-

tute necessary legal authority. (However, some arguments could be made

otherw_3e).

(b) Without the restrictions of a safety arc, siting options

for village relocation are increased.



(c) Gives U.S. negotiator greate_ flexibility.

(d) DOD funding for relocation would be impractical and

unlikely.

(e) Funding for relocation would then be most practically accomp-

ished through inclusion as part of the overall status package.

- Seek Reconstruction in Current Location (This is an alter-
native of number 2, but must be exclusive of 2 because it
does not involve relocation).

(a) Simplest solution, if the population remains in place.

(b) U.S. neggtiators have no authori_ty_per-seto promise such
action.

•-[d)-Several .possibilitiesmay be -availablepending action by
the Under Secretaries Conmittee.

(I) May include dollars for reconstruction in the status
__settlementpackage as a separate itch. - (However, such action may require
a change in Presidential instructions to raise the ceiling)

(2) May expand funding of CIP program included in the
financial support package.

(3) Sewer and water construction subsidy may be avail-
able t_:ough HUD.

(4) Home loans may be available through HUD.

(5) Street and road assistance may be available through

the Department of Transportation.

(6) Clinic construction co_d be made available through HEW.

(7) Manning of clinics by medical personnel is avail-

able through HEW (if directed as priority).

(8) School construction (impr_ts) may be available

through HEW.

(9) Other educational assistance, including teachers,

may be available through HEW.

18
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(i0) Assistance (subsidies) to individual farm home

construction may be available through the Department of Agriculture.

(ii) Commmity Buildir_s and Park Construction may

not be available except as part of the status package.

(c) _he major advantages of this option is that it is

apparently the best of both worlds. Ehey get their village an__ddo

not move.

(d) Ehe disadvantages, however, are major:

(I) Ehere is no department of the Feder_l Government

_hihh could be logically assigned sin_le responsibility for this

action.

(2) An Under Secretaries Ccrm/ttee effort would be

required, weakening CMSN influence on the mechanics of any solution.

(3) Existing public laws are vague and many would have

to be c_mnged to permit priority consideration to Tinian.

(4) Such action may favorably influence only two members

of the _SC. - Other nmmbers may already be unhappy with Tinian's

spotlight.

_ (5) Establishing a precedent of givin_ one area of the

U.S. or one U.S. Territory priority over all others (Normally assistance

programs are on a fair share by population basis).

a Would endanger its salability to U.S. Congress.

b Such tnprecedented favoratism may cause a signifi-

cant switch in pro-U.S. (pro-c_wealth) support in areas of Saipan

and Rote that receive no such assistance.
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C. POsition - The above analysis indicates that the position on relo-

cation to be taken initially should be one of outlining and explaining the

new U.S. position in the most favorable light possible, and to cast

this explanation so that it clearly indicates the action was taken

largely in response to MPSC objections - clearly the U.S. must

retain the initiative on this issue.

D. Questions that the above may generate

Q. (Joe Cruz?) I have been _rking hard and have now convinced

the majority of the people that relocation and the promise of a new

house fl_a new village is in their best interests. --- _at can I

say now?

A. At this point I should reiterate _i_atI have already said:

i. The new solution is best for long-range.

2. The new solution provides more land to the civil

gove_ent •_ ..........

3. Necessary village construction could be reslated as part
of the overall Marianas CIP effort. Therein Tinian should surely fare
well.

4. Mmch simpler procedure (legally) for everyone.

5. People, with much better jobs than they now have, will

bec¢me eligible for home construction loans (HUD, etc).
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6. Without relocation there is no longer any justification

under the relocation act for according special treatment to the people

of San Jose. I might add that they will still reap the greatest bene-

fits fr(xnthe U.S. base.

7. _ile many U.S. programs may De avaliaDie to help,

these are available to all U.S. citizens.

8. Under this concept, which moves the ammmition slip

north, DOD cannot justify relocation and thus cannot build new

houses. (except for two homes which must still be purchased).

F_Q_: Only if deemed critical to the success of the negotiations,

(for reasons outlined above) it might be said that: "I have taken

steps to have this problem addressed within all departments of the

U.S. G_ernnent to determine _th_e_e_x_t__j_t_of__an__.in_nediateassistance

the U.S. may __o_vi_'defor new houses and facilities, without the p_eo_le

of San Jose havin$ to move to a new location.

Q. What about'the Tinian Port - will the military control it?

A. _here is no change in this overall requirement. _his port

will be used for all items except _tion.

i. Must still be rehabilitated at cost of more than $1.5

million.

2. Extensive wsrehousin_ and storage will be in area.

3. Only modification is the warehousing which is now all

located in northern part of the port area.

H_ever, all restrictions previously outlined on civil port

use, (caused by smmunition unloading) no longer apply.
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Q. What effect will the new position have on the land

moratoriun?

A. Because everything we agree to here is ad referendum,

there should be no major change to the moratorium until our land

agreement is complete.

DISCUSSION (not for communicating to MPSC)

This new position opens several options for dealing with the

moratorium:

1. The moratorium could be lifted south of new boundaries,
with no strong DOD objecticns. (after trade-offs for homesteads in
northerr_2/3).

O_.. It could remain as stated above.

_I. The decision could be passed to the MPSC. --

---HereJm: There is reason to believe the several members of the

MPSC as well as other Marianas leaders, support the U.S. m_ratoriun

positi_t, at least until their new goverrmmnt land entity has .an

opport_lity to review the overall program. However, at present,

they c_i criticize and let Ambassador Williams take the heat. lhere-

fore, it:may be advantageous to informally discuss such action with

key le_rs to ascertain their reactions. --- Some leverage for the

U.S. may result therefrom.

Q. Will the military now do anything for the civil c_ty?

A. Of course, a defense base provides a job market and a

myriad of economic benefits. In addition the proposal _uld not

affect:

I. Long-range cooperation in schools and education (DOD

dependents don't arrive until after 1980).
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2. long-range medical cooperation.

3. Assistance in construction of some main artery roads.

4. long-range sewer, water and utility systems cooperation.

5. Normal, safety, search/rescue, and community develop-

ment cooperation.

Q. Will DOD still buy the harbor?

A. Yes.

Q. Will any homes in San Jose be affected?

A. We expect DOD acquisition to affect only t_m private

homes. The owners will receive the option of full payment or

relocatfon to a new home on Tinian. If they desire to move else-

where, private homes are available for purchase and the relocation

act does not apply. Then, they must accept full payment only.



 .%@NFtDENTIAL
RESPONSESTO SPECIAL LAND ISSUES

I. Environnental Impact Statement for Farralon De Medinilla

In accordance with U.S. commitment during previous sessions of Marianas

talks, an environmental impact statement has been completed and distributed

in accordance with existing law -- Response to questions regarding Farralon

might include:

- The MPSChas copies of _4-L_S statement which answers questions on

frequency of use as well as the environmental effects.

- The MPSCTrust Territory Government and people of Marianas have

had ample opportunity to comment in writing or call for a hearing as

proscribed in the study itself.

- The U.S. hopes this statement has removed the last substantive

obstacles to'final agreement on U.S. need for this is land area.

2. Isley Field:

During Marianas III the MPSCproposed that Isley Field "will be under

civilian con=rol and will continue to be available to U.S. military forces

on a joint use basis" "250 acres of land located near the south end of the

field would be leased by the United States and an adjouning 250 acres would

be made subject to restrictive covenants like those proposed for Tanapag"

The U.S. "continued to need 500 acres, but was willing to consider the

MPSCproposal further, including a review of the proposed restricted covenants

for Tanapay and Isley" --- Herein U.S. negotiators might achieve advantage

from showing flexibility on this non-substantive issue at the outset by:

- Stating that the U.S. would like to explore their proposal in

greater depth, particularly the proposed restrictive covenants.

- The U.S. could accept a lease with an option to purchase only if

a contingency requiring permanent use of the area arises. __'(}
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- The key item the U.S. is after is that the land be available for

contingencies.

- Of course, as will be discussed later, the U.S. would not be prepared

to pay as much for these options.

3. Tanapa 9 Land and Park

- During Marianas III the MPSCproposed that all Tanapag harbor

retention land be returned to the public domain. However, they agreed to

"enter into appropriate agreements to restrict the civilian use of the 320

acres requested by the U.S. so as to be consistent with possible military

uses and would make that land available to the U.S. later if needed".

- The United States offered to return 320 acres of the present 640

acres of retention lands, keeping 320 for contingencies. However, the U.S.

proposed that the majority of this retained land would be "developed as an

American memarial park for the was dead of World War II"

- During the course of informal discussions, a number of conceptual

park facilities were presented to the MPSCas examples of what U.S. could

do. These were:

-- Cleared beach _ front area.

-- Shelter area.

-- An area and facility for changing clothes.

-- Picnic tables.

-- Swimming pool.

-- Ball fields and athletic courts.

-- Arboretum.

-- Monument to American Servicemen.

-- Parking area.

_'_"_ i"'-_ -_i--_i _
-- Gate or Archway. _ , IIr-!J' "
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Since Marianas III extensive effort has been put out by the DOD and

Department of the Interior toward planning such a park. --- This effort was

presented in a (April 30) meeting in the Office of Secretary Morton attended

by DEPSECDEF,Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff and Secretary Morton.

a. All agreed that the park was a great concept and useful for a

variety of reasons.

b. The eventual addition of a museum was even discussed.

c. However, there was no agreement either to proceed with vigor or

who should fund the project.

d. The prevalent view seemed to support such funding as a part of

the status package when sent to Congress.

e. There seemed to be consensus only as follows:

(I) The project should be pursued.

(2) Interior would present OSDwith a Phased plan, with a view

toward doing most early work "on the cheap" (with military

personnel).

(3) OSDwould do as much early cleanup as possible with military

teams but cautioned that such effort could not be extensive

and had clear limitation.

(4) They agreed that some system of shared responsibility for

maintenance should be worked out between the military and

local government.

- From the above it is apparent that although U.S. negotiators have,

for practical purposes, committed the U.S. to building such a park (if we

get land needs). However, we still have a long way to go on getting it

underway.
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Recommend: That further discussions on the Tanapag park be limited to what

has already 3een said, downplaying the more expensive commitments until the

joint Interi_r/DOD effort has progressed further, or until a decision is

made to make the park a part of the Status package submitted to the U.S.

Congress.

A1 Smith
COL
DODAdvisor
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